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ABSTRACT
This paper offers a concise history of simulation output statistical analysis during the last six decades.
Given the space limitations and historical perspective, we focus on the creation of the main concepts and
methodologies that shaped the area, and proceed with a brief description of their developmental stages. We
direct most of our attention to mean and quantile estimation, especially for steady-state simulations, since
the bulk of the literature has been in this area, but briefly mention other topics like density estimation.
1

INTRODUCTION

Since the dawn of computer simulation in the late 1940s with the infancy of the Monte Carlo method
(Metropolis and Ulam 1949), it has been recognized that appropriate statistical methods must be applied
to the output of stochastic simulations in order to evaluate the performance of the system or process under
study. The unfortunate lack of attention to this in too many applications may have been a main contributing
factor to simulation’s having acquired, early-on, the unwarranted but surprisingly sticky epithet “the method
of last resort” (Harling 1958; Wagner 1969; Lucas et al. 2015).
Almost as early, some researchers (Conway et al. 1959; Conway 1963; Fishman 1967) started investigating more closely the statistical nature of simulation-generated output, and began offering constructive
ideas on how to deal with the fact that these data tend to break the rules of classical statistics (such rules
include being independent, identically distributed, normally distributed, and stochastically stationary). For
example, successive times in queue (or in system) of parts exiting a manufacturing system are generally
serially dependent (since a large, say, observation might tend to be followed next by another large observation), have distributions that cannot be negative (so cannot be normal), and tend to to have initial trends, e.g.,
after a possibly-unrealistic starting condition like empty and idle. At the same time, simulation-generated
output data offer advantages over traditional physically-collected data sets, especially in terms of sample
size. Since then, this field has grown and matured, and has had increasing impact on the good practice of
simulation via implementation of methods and recommendations in simulation software, promoting their
everyday use in projects. In 1986 the Winter Simulation Conference program, under the leadership of
Program Chair Stephen D. Roberts, split the “Methodology” track into two separate full tracks, Modeling
Methodology and Analysis Methodology, the latter of which has since then focused on the statistical issues
of interpreting simulation output data.
In this paper we attempt to recount some of the history of these achievements. This is a history paper,
not a comprehensive survey of methods or an in-depth description of techniques, so we do not attempt to
describe in detail all the advancements (or cite every paper) in the field, and we are aware that we have
omitted various important developments (and papers). The eager reader may refer to a variety of book
chapters and surveys (e.g., Pawlikowski 1990; Goldsman and Nelson 2006; Law 2015; Nelson 2013).
We will focus on the statistical analysis of just a single system variant, or scenario, and will not discuss
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related important areas like comparing/ranking alternative scenarios, optimum seeking, variance reduction,
or design of simulation experiments; these topics are covered in other history papers in the Proceedings
of this conference.
In Section 2 we provide some notation, and in Section 3 we briefly describe problems for finite-horizon
simulations. Section 4, which contains several subsections, describes the more challenging situation for
infinite-horizon, or steady-state simulations. Section 5 briefly concludes.
2

NOTATION

To conserve space, we limit the exposition to univariate discrete-time processes. Multivariate estimation
methods were reviewed in Section 4 of Alexopoulos and Seila (1998). Assume that {X1 , X2 , . . .} is a
stationary output process from within a simulation run or replication, with marginal mean µ, variance σX2 ,
and cumulative distribution function (CDF) F(·). For example, Xi could be the length of stay in a hospital
emergency department of the ith exiting patient. Let {C j : j = 0, ±1, ±2, . . .} denote the autocovariance
function of the process, with C j being the covariance of observations at lag j. Also let X n be the sample mean
of {X1 , . . . , Xn } and let Sn2 (X) be the respective sample variance. Under appropriate conditions
(Alexopoulos
√
et al. 2006), one can show that the sequence of functions ξn (t) ≡ bntc(X bntc − µ)/(σ n) for t ∈ [0, 1] and
n = 1, 2, . . . satisfies the functional central limit theorem (FCLT)
ξn (·) n→∞
=⇒ W(·),

(1)

where b·c denotes the floor function, n→∞
=⇒ denotes weak convergence as n → ∞, W(·) is a standard
Brownian motion on [0, 1], and
∞

σ 2 ≡ lim nVar(X n ) = σX2 + 2 ∑ C j < ∞
n→∞

j=1

is the asymptotic variance of the process. Taking t = 1 yields the well-known central limit theorem (CLT)
for stationary sequences. If the data are independent, one has σ 2 = σX2 and the classical CLT.
Another process that leads to estimators for σ 2 is the standardized time series (STS)
Tn (t) ≡

bntc(X n − X bntc )
√
σ n

for t ∈ [0, 1]

(2)

(Schruben 1983). Under the FCLT assumption (1), it can be shown that
√

n(X n − µ)
, Tn (·) n→∞
=⇒ (W(1), B(·)),
σ
where B(·) is a standard Brownian bridge on [0, 1] that is independent of W(1). We will revisit the STS
in Section 4.
Typically, the form of 100(1 − α)% confidence intervals (CIs) for the mean will be
σb
X n ± tν,1−α/2 √ ,
n

(3)

where σb 2 is an estimator for the asymptotic variance σ 2 and tν,δ is the δ -quantile of Student’s t distribution
with ν degrees of freedom (the value of ν depends on the underlying method).
In addition to the steady-state mean µ, which measures central tendency, users should seek the estimation
of marginal quantiles, namely, x p ≡ inf{x : F(x) ≥ p} for various values of p ∈ (0, 1). If the marginal CDF
is also differentiable, a more-challenging problem is the estimation of the density function f (x) = F 0 (x).
We will revisit these problems in Section 4. We will also denote the δ -quantile of the standard normal
distribution with zδ and the ceiling function with d·e.
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3

FINITE-HORIZON SIMULATIONS

If the time frame of the system being simulated is finite, as defined by specific starting and stopping
conditions, then each simulation run, or replication, obviously will start and stop accordingly. For instance,
a retail store opens at a certain time each day, closes the entrance doors later that day to block further
arrivals, then operates until all customers present have left. In a simulation of such a system, one would
define output metrics of interest, such as the average time customers spend in the store, the proportion of
customers who spend more than an hour in the store, the time-average number of customers present, or
the utilization of the checkout staff.
If Yi is such an output metric from the ith (entire) replication, i.e., is an aggregate measure across a
replication, then the Yi are independent and identically distributed (IID) across multiple replications, and
methods of classical statistical analysis apply, such as CIs. The approach to statistical analysis is just
to make IID replications, with the number of replications being determined by precision requirements.
Law (1980, 1983) provides further detail.
Historically, the focus has been primarily on aggregate output metrics, and means of such are certainly
of interest in many cases. But other performance metrics might be more important, like tail probabilities
of output-metric distributions, or quantiles of those distributions. Nelson (2008) develops histogram-like
graphical devices called MORE plots that give a better prediction of the future, especially uncertainty and
risk, than do mean-based analyses. More-advanced methods for estimating quantiles have been proposed
by Avramidis and Wilson (1998) and Dong and Nakayama (2017), whereas density-estimation techniques
based on IID data are reviewed by Alexopoulos (2006).
4

STEADY-STATE SIMULATIONS

In this case, we are interested in long-run, infinite-horizon performance metrics. Section 4.1 provides
a historical perspective of methods for estimating the mean, whereas Section 4.2 reviews methods for
estimating the steady-state marginal distribution or specific quantiles. The nature of this document makes
inclusion of some material from papers published by the two authors unavoidable.
4.1 Estimation of the Steady-State Mean
We begin with methods for estimating the steady-state mean µ. Naturally, we emphasize the most recent
methods. For older methods, see Law and Kelton (1982, 1984), who surveyed and compared available
methods up to that time. The first two methods for estimating the steady-state mean have their roots in
econometrics and engineering.
The Spectral Method
The method of spectrum analysis was first proposed by Fishman and Kiviat (1967) and Fishman (1969).
The name of the method is due to the fact that the asymptotic variance can be written as σ 2 = 2πg(0),
√
where g(ω) ≡ (2π)−1 ∑∞j=−∞ C j exp(−iω j), −π ≤ ω ≤ π, is the spectrum of the process, and i ≡ −1.
Thus, for large n, we have Vn ≡ Var(X n ) ≈ 2πg(0)/n and the estimation of σ 2 can be viewed as estimating
the spectrum at zero frequency. The variance of X n can be estimated using the well-known expression


n−1
1 2
j
Var(X n ) = σX + 2 ∑ (1 − n )C j
n
j=1
j
and the point estimates σb 2X = Sn2 (X) and Cb j = (n − j)−1 ∑n−
i=1 (Xi − X n )(Xi+ j − X n ) (for j = 1, . . . , n − 1),
but the latter estimates are serially correlated and biased (nearly zero for large lags j). This has led to the
development of estimators for Vn of the form


q−1
1 2
e
b
b + 2 ∑ wq ( j)C j ,
Vn = σ
n X
j=1
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where q is a user-specified integer and the weights wq (·) are designed to improve the sampling properties
1/2
of Ven . An approximate 100(1 − α)% CI for µ is given by X n ± tν,1−α/2Ven , where ν depends on n, q,
and the weight function (Fishman 1969; Fishman 1973; Heidelberger and Welch 1981, 1983).
This method has deep engineering roots, but requires extensive intervention with regard to the choice
of q and the weight function. Asymptotic properties of spectral estimators were obtained by Damerdji
(1991). Lada and Wilson (2006) developed a wavelet-based spectral method and a sequential procedure
(WASSP), but this procedure was outperformed by methods based on batch means (Tafazzoli et al. 2011b).
The Autoregressive Method
This method, developed by Fishman (1971, 1973, 1978b) assumes that the output process can be expressed
as a q-order autoregressive model ∑qj=0 a j (Xi− j − µ) = ε j , where a0 = 1 and ε j are IID with mean zero
and variance σε2 . Then one can show that σ 2 = σε2 /[ ∑qj=0 a j ]2 . Fishman (1973) presented a method that
obtains an estimate qb of the order, estimates abj of the coefficients a j , and an estimate σb 2ε of the white-noise
a2 ], and an approximate
variance σε2 . If we set ab = 1 + ∑qbj=1 abj , a natural estimator for Var(X n ) is Vb n = σb 2ε /[nb
1/2
100(1 − α)% CI for µ is X n ± tνb,1−α/2Vb n , where the estimate for the degrees of freedom is given by
νb = nb
a/[ 2 ∑qbj=0 (b
q − 2 j)b
a j ].
A major issue is the suitability of the autoregressive model for complex output processes. Yuan and
Nelson (1994) revisited the method with an alternative technique for estimating the autoregressive order q
and the degrees of freedom ν.
The Regenerative Method
This method was, apparently, proposed simultaneously by Crane and Iglehart (1974a, 1974b) and Fishman
(1974) (incidentally, all three papers appeared concurrently in the respective first issue of 1974). For a
complete treatment, see Crane and Lemoine (1977). This method differs from other competitors because
it does not yield a CI of the form (3). The method assumes the identification of time indices at which the
process {Xi } probabilistically starts over (regenerates) and uses these regeneration epochs for obtaining
IID random pairs that are used to estimate the mean µ. As a result, cycles serve as independent replications
and the point estimates are free of initialization bias.
More precisely, assume that there are (random) time indices T1 < T2 < · · · such that the portion
{XTi + j , j ≥ 0} has the same distribution for each i and is independent of the portion prior to time Ti . The
Ti+1 −1
Xj
portion of the process between two successive regeneration epochs is called a cycle. Let Yi = ∑ j=T
i
and Zi = Ti+1 − Ti for i = 1, 2, . . . and assume that E(Zi ) < ∞. Under mild conditions, µ = E(Y1 )/E(Z1 ).
Suppose that one simulates the process over b cycles and collects the IID vectors {(Yi , Zi ) : i = 1, . . . , b}.
b b = Y b /Z b is a strongly consistent, although typically biased for finite b, estimator of µ. CIs for
Then µ
µ can be constructed by using the random variables Di = Yi − µZi , and the central
limit theorem. Since
√
E(Di ) = 0 and δ 2 ≡ Var(Di ) = Var(Yi ) − 2µCov(Yi , Zi ) + µ 2 Var(Zi ), we have b Db /δ b→∞
=⇒ N(0, 1).
The classical, and most commonly used, approach estimates δ 2 by Sb2 (D) = Sb2 (Y ) − 2b
µ b Sb (Y, Z) +
b
2
2
−1
b b Sb (Z), where Sb (Y, Z) = (b − 1) ∑i=1 (Yi −Y b )(Zi − Z b√) is the sample covariance of Yi and Zi , to produce
µ
b b ± z1−α/2 Sb (D)/(Z b b).
the approximate 100(1 − α)% CI µ
Iglehart (1975) considered the situation where the cycle count b is small so that the asymptotic (in b)
eb = ∑bi=1 θi /b, where
validity mentioned above may not hold. He defined the jackknife estimator of µ as µ
θi = b

∑ j6=i Y j
Yb
− (b − 1)
Zb
∑ j6=i Z j

for i = 1, . . . , b,

√
eb ± z1−α/2 SJ / b, where SJ2 =
and showed that it is first-order unbiased for µ. The corresponding CI µ
eb )2 , typically has higher coverage probability than does its classical competitor.
(b − 1)−1 ∑bi=1 (θi − µ
Alternative CIs based on bootstrapping were proposed by Choquet et al. (1999).
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The regenerative method is difficult to apply in practice when one cannot identify regeneration states
that are visited frequently. Two classes of systems to which the regenerative method has been successfully
applied are inventory systems and highly reliable communications systems with repairs. An extension of
this method is the semi-regenerative approach of Calvin et al. (2006).
4.1.1 Estimators Based on Nonoverlapping Batches
Nonoverlapping Batch Means (NBM)
The NBM method was mentioned in the seminal paper of Conway (1963) and has been the most robust method
for computing CIs for the mean. The method divides a large sample {X1 , . . . , Xn } into b nonoverlapping,
contiguous batches, of size m each, and the batch means are the sample averages of the b batches, namely
Yi = m−1 ∑m
k=1 X(i−1)m+k for i = 1, . . . , b.. Under the FCLT, one can show that for fixed b, the batch means
become asymptotically independent as m → ∞. This leads to the NBM estimator of the variance σ 2 ,
σb 2N (b, m) ≡

m b
∑ (Yi − X n )2 ,
b − 1 i=1

(4)

is m times the sample variance of the batch means.
Under mild assumptions, one has
2 /(b − 1), a scaled chi-squared random variable with b − 1 degrees of freedom
σb 2N (b, m) =⇒ σ 2 χb−1
m→∞

(Glynn and Whitt 1991). Then a valid CI for µ is given in (3) with ν = b − 1. The method has also been
extended to the estimation of a nonlinear function of the mean (Muñoz and Glynn 1997).
The fundamental problem is selection of an appropriate batch size m and batch count b. The primitive
method of Mechanic and McKay (1966) searches within the set {16k, 64k, 256k, . . . , n/25} (the default
value is k = 1) and selects a value of m for which the batch means pass a test for independence. The
method of Fishman (1978a) selects a batch size from the set {1, 2, 4, . . . , n/8} such that the batch means
pass von Neumann’s randomness test (von Neumann 1941). Fishman (1978b) also suggested plotting the
batch means in order to assess the potential effects of the initial transient, the independence of the batch
means, and their departure from normality.
The frequently cited paper of Law and Carson (1979) showed that the batch means become uncorrelated
as m → ∞ under the milder assumption of weak stationarity for the output process and proposed a sequential
procedure that yields a CI with a user-specified relative half-length. The procedure starts with 400 batches
of size 2. Then it considers sample sizes that double every other iteration until an estimate of the lag-1
correlation among 400 batch means becomes smaller than 0.4 and larger than the estimated lag-1 correlation
among 200 batch means. The procedure stops when the CI computed from 40 batch means satisfies the
precision requirement. The major drawback of the methods between 1966 and 1979 is their ad hoc nature.
In a highly cited paper, Schmeiser (1982) analyzed the NBM method with regard to the mean squared
error of the variance estimator and the coverage of the CI for the mean. The study concluded that selecting
between 20 and 30 batches should suffice for the vast majority of experimental settings. Kelton and Law
(1984) conducted a thorough evaluation of steady-state estimation procedures.
In a remarkable pair of papers, Damerdji (1994, 1995) established strong and mean-square consistency of
the NBM variance estimator (4) as both b, m → ∞ in an appropriate fashion and under a strong approximation
assumption (ASA) that characterizes the rate of convergence in (1). At this juncture, we wish to point out
that strong consistency leads to CIs whose half-length has smaller mean squared error than the half-length
of CIs from the “cancellation” methods above. Damerdji’s work motivated the iterative LABATCH.2
suite of algorithms of Fishman and Yarberry (1997). Under the ASA, three of the four algorithms yield
strongly consistent estimators for σ 2 as the sample size n → ∞. In particular, each iteration of the morerobust ABATCH algorithm tests the batch means for independence using von Neumann’s (1941) one-sided
randomness test. If the batch means
pass the test, the next iteration increases both the batch size m and batch
√
count b by a factor of about 2; otherwise, the next iteration doubles the batch size and leaves the batch
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count intact. All four algorithms have overall computational complexity O(n) and storage requirements
O(log2 n), but are not truly sequential because they require extensive user intervention to identify an
appropriate sample size for the CI that meets precision requirements.
To close the gap between the theoretical beauty of the LABATCH.2 methodology and minimal user
intervention, James R. Wilson and various collaborators developed several NBM-based sequential procedures;
the two procedures that merit special mention are ASAP3 by Steiger et al. (2005) and the Skart procedure
of Tafazzoli and Wilson (2011). Both methods employ adjustments to account for residual autocorrelation
or skewness in the sequence of batch means, limit the batch count, and employ conservative increases
in the sample size during the latter stages; hence, they do not yield consistent variance estimators or
provably asymptotically valid CIs as the CI precision requirement tightens. The trade-off between full
theoretical rigor and overall performance in a plethora of challenging experimental settings has been the
subject of extensive scientific debate. In our opinion, outstanding empirical performance is more important
than theoretical “beauty,” in particular if sequential procedures are implemented in commercial software
packages. Tafazzoli et al. (2011a) proposed a fixed-sample-size variant of N-Skart. The performance of
a sequential procedure for finite samples can be quantified by means of the coverage function (Singham
and Schruben 2012).
To Batch or Replicate?
The design of a steady-state simulation experiment involves the long-standing decision between batching
observations in a single long run or replicating a number of shorter runs. The tradeoffs between the two
approaches are well-known: batching ameliorates the effects of initialization bias, but yields statistics (e.g.,
batch means) that are typically correlated; replication yields independent statistics (e.g., sample means),
but typically suffers from initialization bias at the onset of each replicate run; see Law (1977) for an early
study.
Whitt (1991) studied this problem based on the efficiency of the estimator for µ (efficiency being
defined as the product of the estimator’s MSE and the total simulation run length). He concluded that in the
presence of initialization bias, one long run is typically more efficient when the autocorrelation function
of the process dissipates faster compared to the rate at which the process approaches steady state.
The lengthy study of Alexopoulos and Goldsman (2004) compared two alternatives: one long run
composed of b nonoverlapping batches of size m each versus b replications, each starting in the same state
and having length m. The findings of this study, which includes substantial experimentation, are in line
with those of Glynn and Heidelberger (1991), Whitt (1991), and Fishman (2001, Section 6.4), and are
summarized as follows: If the simulation starts in steady state, batching and replication perform similarly
with regard to the MSE of the point estimators of µ and σ 2 , but replication tends to perform better in
terms of the coverage probability of the CI for µ. This victory for replication appears to be hollow, since
in the presence of an initial transient, batching often outperforms replication, in particular with respect to
the coverage probability of the CI for µ.
The frequently used replication/deletion method (Law 2015, Section 9.5.2) starts with the identification
of a truncation index d such that the sample path {Xd+1 , Xd+2 , . . .} is nearly stationary. This method
performs b independent replications, with replication i generating the data set {Xi,d+1 , . . . , Xi,d+m }, and
uses the IID replicate averages Yi (d) ≡ m−1 ∑mj=1 Xi,d+ j to compute a CI for µ. The identification of an
appropriate index d is a very challenging problem. Gafarian et al. (1978) investigated methods that existed
at that time, but found that none of of them worked well in practice. A different approach was undertaken
by Wilson and Pritsker (1978a, 1978b). Kelton and Law (1983, 1984) assumed that the sequence of the
means is monotone and proposed a method that worked well in a class of models. The graphical approach
of Welch (1983) is frequently cited, but it can be data-wasteful when the process has an autocorrelation
function with a pronounced tail (Alexopoulos and Seila 1998). An alternative approach based on a Kalman
filter was the subject of Gallagher et al. (1996). The method of Kelton (1989) reduces truncation by
randomizing the initial state. Statistical tests for transient detection were proposed by Schruben et al.
(1983), Vassilacopoulos (1989), Yücesan (1993), and Goldsman et al. (1994).
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Starting in 1997, K. Preston White and collaborators proposed several variants of the marginal standard
error rule (MSER), cf. White (1997), White and Robinson (2010), and Hoad and Robinson (2011). The
most cited variant (MSER-5) computes the batch means Y j = 5−1 ∑5k=1 X5( j−1)+k , for j = 1, . . . , J ≡ bn/5c,
and the truncated averages Y J,` = (J − `)−1 ∑Jj=`+1 Y j and selects the truncation index as
`∗ ≡

1
(n
−
`)2
`∈{0,1,...,J−1}
arg min

J

(Y j −Y J,` )2 ,

∑

provided that `∗ ≤ J/2.

j=`+1

In a recent paper, Wang and Glynn (2016) add a very interesting perspective into this problem by
introducing ways for measuring the magnitude of the initial transient’s effect in the context of a single,
long replication. Specifically, they showed that, as the simulation run length tends to infinity, MSER’s
truncation point is determined by the minimizer of a certain random walk. This methodology was used to
generate examples where at least one variant of MSER fails to predict accurately the duration of the initial
transient. They concluded that the experimental testbed for transient truncation rules must be augmented.
A couple of problematic cases are also presented in Law (2015, Examples 9.28 and 9.29).
Estimators Based on Standardized Time Series (STS)
Schruben (1983) devised the concept of estimating the variance σ 2 based on the STS (2). The formation
of the weighted area estimator based on the sample {X1 , . . . , Xn } starts with a function f that is continuous
R
on [0, 1] and normalized so that 01 f (t)B(t) dt ∼ σ N(0, 1). Under some appropriate conditions, it can be
shown that the square of the weighted area under the STS,
2
 n
1
f
(i/n)σ
T
(i/n)
,
(5)
A( f ; n) ≡
n
∑
n i=1
converges weakly to σ 2 χ12 (cf. Goldsman and Schruben 1990). The remarkable paper of Glynn and Iglehart
(1990) proposed a theoretical framework for STS-based variance estimators, that included the NBM variance
estimator as a special case, and the respective CIs. Alexopoulos et al. (2007b) review several variants
of the weighted STS area estimator (5) corresponding to various weight functions f ; some are first-order
unbiased (the multiplier of 1/n in the bias expression is zero), while the “orthonormal” estimators of Foley
and Goldsman (1999) are also independent as n → ∞.
An alternative class of estimators can be constructed by computing the weighted area under the
square of the STS, C(g; n) ≡ ∑ni=1 g(i/n)[σ Tn (i/n)]2 /n, where the weight function g is bounded with a
R

continuous second derivative on [0, 1] and is normalized so that E 01 g(t)(σ B(t))2 dt = σ 2 . Properties
of the Cramér-von Mises (CvM) estimator C(g; n) were studied by Goldsman et al. (1999).
Naturally, one can form b nonoverlapping batches, construct an STS-based estimator from each batch,
and take the average of these estimators to obtain the respective batched variance estimator. For instance,
if A1 ( f ; m), A2 ( f ; m), . . . , Ab ( f , m) are the STS area estimators from the b batches, then for fixed b, the
random variables Ai ( f ; m) become asymptotically independent as m → ∞; hence the batched area estimator
σb 2A ( f ; b, m) ≡

1 b
=⇒ σ 2 χb2 /b
∑ Ai ( f ; m) m→∞
b i=1

has the same mean but smaller variance than its constituents. A long-standing issue with batched and CvM
variance estimators is the presence of small-sample bias. While some estimators are first-order unbiased,
higher-order terms can be large when m is relatively small. This issue was explored in Aktaran-Kalaycı
et al. (2007) as well as in the recent paper by Alexopoulos et al. (2016b); a potential resolution based on
jackknifing was the subject of Dingeç et al. (2015).
Unfortunately, the development of multistage procedures based on STS estimators has not followed
the frenetic pace of procedures based on the NBM estimator. The only known such procedures are the
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two-stage procedure of Nakayama (1994) and the sequential procedure of Alexopoulos et al. (2016b). The
latter method is conceptually simpler than its NBM-based competitors but uses a large initial batch size to
overcome the aforementioned small-sample bias issue. Both procedures are based on area estimators only.
At this point, we wish to mention a set of papers that developed STS estimators based on transformations
applied to the STS: Alexopoulos et al. (2010), Antonini et al. (2009), Calvin and Nakayama (2006), Calvin
(2007, 2009), and Meterelliyoz et al. (2015).
4.1.2 Estimators Based on Overlapping Batches
In a remarkable paper Meketon and Schmeiser (1984) proposed the method of batch means based on
overlapping batches, with the full knowledge that the respective batch means are correlated. The seemingly
bizarre method of overlapping batch means (OBM) uses results from spectral theory to obtain estimators
for σ 2 that are superior to the NBM estimator, at least asymptotically.
Specifically, given the sample {X1 , . . . , Xn } and a batch size of m observations, the first batch consists
of the observations X1 , . . . , Xm , the second batch consists of X2 , . . . , Xm+1 , etc. (overall, we form n − m + 1
Xk for i = 1, . . . , n − m + 1. and the
overlapping batches). The respective batch means are Yi0 ≡ m−1 ∑i+m−1
k=1
2
OBM estimator of σ is
σb 2O (b, m) ≡

n−m+1
nm
∑ (Yi0 − X n )2 ,
(n − m + 1)(n − m) i=1

(6)

where b ≡ n/m is no longer the batch count.
Under mild moment and mixing conditions, Song and Schmeiser (1995) showed that the OBM estimator
has a similar expected value to the NBM estimator, but Var[σb 2O (b, m)]/Var[σb 2N (b, m)] → 2/3 as b, m → ∞.
Thus the OBM method yields better asymptotic performance than NBM with regard to mean squared error
b 2O (b, m)] appears to be less sensitive to the choice of the batch
“for free.” Also, the behavior of Var[σ
2
b N (b, m)] (see Table 1 in Song and Schmeiser 1995). An approximate
size than does the behavior of Var[σ
b 2O (b, m))
100(1 − α)% CI for the mean is given by (3) with degrees of freedom ν chosen so that Var(σ
is approximately σ 2 χν2 /ν, e.g., ν = 1.5(b − 1)[1 + (b − 1)−0.5−0.6b ] (Schmeiser 1986). For fixed b, the
limiting distribution of the OBM estimator was obtained by Aktaran-Kalaycı et al. (2009), who also derived
an approximation by a scaled χ 2 random variable.
Finally, Welch (1987) noted that both NBM and OBM estimators are special cases of the spectral
estimator at frequency 0, and more importantly, suggested that overlapping batch means yield near-optimal
variance reduction with partial (about 75%) overlapping. The sequential procedure of Alexopoulos et al.
(2016b) used the maximum of two STS area estimators and the OBM estimator with 75% overlapping to
obtain a more stable estimator for σ 2 .
Alexopoulos et al. (2007a, 2007b) published a pair of papers studying variance estimators based
STS computed from overlapping batches. The derivation of these estimators is analogous to the OBM
estimators. For example, one can compute area estimators from each of the overlapping batches, and
then obtain the overlapping batched area estimator by averaging the n − b + 1 constituents to obtain the
overlapping area estimator. This development addressed various challenges including the derivation of the
limiting distributions as b remains constant and the batch size m → ∞, the construction of computational
procedures with O(n) time complexity, and the derivation of practical approximations for the limiting
distributions. A substantial experimental evaluation revealed that these overlapping STS estimators have
substantially lower variance than their counterparts based on nonoverlapping batches (up to about 60%).
The authors proceeded with development of variance estimators based on optimal linear combinations of
overlapping variance estimators (Aktaran-Kalaycı et al. 2009).
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4.2 Quantile and Density Estimation
Estimation of steady-state quantiles is substantially more challenging than is estimation of the mean. As
with IID samples, the natural estimator of the p-quantile x p based on the finite sample {X1 , . . . , Xn } is
xbp (n) = X(dnpe) , where X(i) is the ith order statistic of the Xi values, i.e., the ith smallest of the Xi values.
Define the indicator process Ii (p) ≡ 1 if Xi ≤ x p or 0 otherwise, and let I n (p) ≡ n−1 ∑ni=1 Ii (p). For a sequence
of random variables {ζn : n ≥ 1} and a deterministic sequence {ϑn : n ≥ 1}, we say that ζn = Oa.s. (ϑn ) if
there is a random variable B such that |ζn /ϑn | ≤ B < ∞ with probability 1. Under a variety of conditions
including mixing (Alexopoulos et al. 2016a; Deo 1973; Muñoz 2010; Sen 1972) one can obtain Bahadur’s
representation


I n (p) − p
(log n)3/2
+ Oa.s.
xbp (n) = x p −
f (x p )
n3/4
and the CLT

√
n[b
x p (n) − x p ]
=⇒ N(0, 1),
n→∞
τ p / f (x p )

(7)

where τ p2 < ∞ of the asymptotic variance of the process {Ii (p)}.
The regenerative setting offered the first natural window for estimating steady-state quantiles. The first
fixed-sample-size methods were proposed by Iglehart (1976), Moore (1980), and Seila (1982a, 1982b). We
give a high-level description of Seila’s methodology because it uses batching. The method forms b batches of
m cycles each. Then it sorts the data from the ith batch of cycles to obtain the quantile estimator xbp (i, m), and
averages the batch quantile estimators to obtain the overall point estimator x p (b, m) = b−1 ∑bi=1 xbp (i, m). The
(1)
bias of this estimator can be reduced by means of jackknifing. Assume that m is even, and let xbp (i, m) and
(2)
xbp (i, m) be point estimates computed from the first and second half, respectively, of the m cycles in the ith
(1)
(2)
batch. Then the jackknife estimate from the ith batch is xeJ,p (i, m) = 2b
x p (i, m) − [ xbp (i, m) + xbp (i, m) ]/2, the
overall jackknife estimator for x p is the average xJ,p (b,
√m) of the xeJ,p (i, m), and an approximate 100(1 − α)%
CI for x p is given by xJ,p (b, m) ±tb−1,1−α/2 Sb (e
xJ,p )/ b, where Sb2 (e
xJ,p ) is the sample variance of xeJ,p (i, m).
Selection of b and m was left as an open problem. Seila recommended that m should be large enough so
that the expected number of observations in each batch of m cycles is ≥ 100 and that b ≥ 10.
The replication/deletion method is a natural candidate for estimating steady-state quantiles (Nelson
2008, Section 4). One simply uses the truncated data set {Xi,d+1 , . . . , Xi,d+m } from replication i to obtain a
point estimate xep (i, d) and then uses the replicate quantile estimators to construct a CI for x p . Unfortunately,
this approach may suffer from the same symptoms as does its counterpart for estimating the mean.
The indirect method of Bekki et al. (2010) was designed to analyze cycle times in a production system
that can be modeled as a queueing network. The method estimates a four-term Cornish-Fisher expansion
(Cornish and Fisher 1937) for a selected quantile x p based on the corresponding standard normal quantile z p
along with the first sample moments of the data {X1 , . . . , Xn }. As a result, the method can estimate multiple
quantiles simultaneously without sorting data. Since sample moments computed from highly-correlated
data can exhibit slow convergence to the true moments, the authors used sample sizes of 30 and 60 million
to analyze systems with server utilization below 90% and above 90%, respectively.
The first sequential method for estimating steady-state quantiles was proposed by Raatikainen (1990).
The method relies on nonoverlapping batches. Within each batch, quantile estimators are computed by the
extended P2 algorithm (Raatikainen 1987), which approximates the CDF F(·) by a piecewise-quadratic
curve and then inverts it. The CI for x p is constructed by means of the multivariate analogue of (7), spectral
estimation of τ p2 using the method of Heidelberger and Welch (1981), and estimation of f (x p ) based on
the approximation of F(x p ).
The sequential algorithms of Chen and Kelton (2006, 2008) are based on a small number of replications,
typically set to 3. During the first run of the zoom in (ZI) algorithm, each iteration obtains bounds on the
respective quantile estimate and discards data outside the bounds. The first run terminates based on several
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rules, while the remaining runs use the bounds obtained from the first run; hence the outcomes of the
replications are typically correlated. The quasi-independent (QI) algorithm attempts to create approximately
independent observations within each run by taking progressively larger gaps between the data used to
estimate the respective quantile. The two-phase QI algorithm of Chen and Kelton (2008) outperforms the
original QI algorithm and also provides an estimate of the steady-state density f (·).
The Sequest method of Alexopoulos et al. (2016a) is an automated sequential procedure that delivers
CIs for nonextreme quantiles (0.05 ≤ p ≤ 0.95) with user-specified relative precision. The algorithm takes
advantage of ideas from recent batch-means-based methods (Tafazzoli and Wilson 2011) and sectioning
(Asmussen and Glynn 2007, Section III.5a) and incorporates techniques to (a) reduce the bias in the
point estimator due to the initial transient or inadequate run length; and (b) adjust the CI half-length to
compensate for distorting effects due to autocorrelation or skewness in the quantile estimators computed
from the nonoverlapping batches. For given n, the CI for x p is centered at the point estimate xbp (n) computed
from the entire sample and its half-length is computed from the quantile estimates xbp (1; m), . . . , xbp (b; m)
obtained from b batches of size m each.
The Sequem algorithm of Alexopoulos et al. (2017) addresses the estimation of extreme quantiles by
grouping batches and extending the maximum transformation method of Heidelberger and Lewis (1984).
An attractive byproduct of the grouping mechanism is the delivery of CIs for an arbitrary set of nonextreme
quantiles at a marginal additional cost.
Wood and Schmeiser (1995) presented a method for estimating steady-state quantiles based on overlapping batches, without any follow-up archival publication.
In the realm of density estimation, Section 6 of Alexopoulos (2006) reviews kernel density estimators
(KDEs) from stationary sequences. Two outstanding references with convergence properties of KDEs and
their slow rates of convergence are Masry (1986) and Masry and Györfi (1987). For Markov chains, one can
obtain the typical convergence rate of n−1/2 using the look-ahead density-estimation method of Henderson
and Glynn (2001).
5

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a high-level history of methods for simulation output analysis. This area has been a
cornerstone of the WSC Program since its inception (the first paper listed in the inaugural WSC Proceedings
was by Fishman 1968), and the Conference has been the first outlet for many breakthroughs in analysis
methodology. Given the plethora of over 1000 publications in this area that have appeared in archival
journals and conference proceedings, we obviously can cite only a small subset. We chose to pass on the
emerging thrust of quantifying the effects of simulation input uncertainty on estimates of output metrics
(cf. Xie et al. 2014). This may cause some ill feelings, but the authors wish to assert that they tried their
best under the circumstances and page limitations. Additional references are in several simulation texts
and WSC tutorials on this subject spanning many years.
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